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Timeless style and design.
Make the best choice
for your salon now!
CREATE UNIQUE ENVIRONMENTS WITH AN ELEGANT  
AND EXCLUSIVE DESIGN SIGNED MALETTI

’21

https://maletti.it/en/
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Didier Gomez 
A Little Talk 

Didier Gomez designed for Maletti a resolutely 
modern collection, but at the same time very 
glamorous and sexy.An ultra-sophisticated 
and zen environment. His design captures the 
eye and the soul, it is pure and essential, soft 
and welcoming.

Ross Lovegrove 
Organic Dreams 

Ross Lovegrove is one of the most important 
and fascinating contemporary designers.  
He ranges from furniture design to high-tech 
products, shaping sculptural and organic 
forms, using sophisticated technologies 
and materials.

Stefano Giovannoni ed Elisa Gargan 
Alu Green, Green First, Bohème, Old Smoke 

Stefano Giovannoni and Elisa Gargan, husband 
and wife, they are an undisputed authority of 
Made in Italy design. A couple of artists who 
have always known how to look to the future, 
interpreting the new style trends and new 
fashions.

Sarah Lavoine 
Sarah 

Dialogue of materials, play of colors and 
details that create elegance. The work 
of designer Sarah Lavoine is based on 
combinations of sinuous lines and refined 
shapes, which give a warm and exclusive 
atmosphere, where you can feel at home.

Borek Sipeck  
Maletik 

Borek Sipeck has always stood out for its  
neo-baroque elegance, the refined 
interpretation of Central European formal 
richness and the alchemy of luminescence. 
A designer who has given shape to a series 
of works with feminine grace, capable of 
touching with immediate shamelessness.

Christophe Pillet 
Eco Fun 

Christophe Pillet, artist with an elegantly 
essential style. He thinks of the figure of the 
designer not as an object specialist but as a 
creator of ways and lifestyles. An approach 
that has essentiality as its leitmotif, animated 
by a strong creative and innovative spirit.

Claudio Silvestrin 
I Tagli 

Claudio Silvestrin’s design is like his 
architecture: austere but not extreme.  
A rigorous sign, without frills or smudges, 
capable of creating elegance starting from a 
deliberate and extreme simplicity

Philippe Starck 
Classic, Modern 

Considered a true rock star of the design 
world, Philippe Starck is an undisputed 
genius in the world of international design. 
Modern yet wary of progress, classic but 
innovative: always ready to challenge any 
traditional classification with unique pieces 
that respect users.

Matta & Varaschin 
Just

Two designers who define themselves as 
strangers to fashions, aware of the past and 
curious about the present. Their style seeks 
the relationships between object, quality and 
function through the choice of pure materials 
that sublimate transparency and technological 
materials that enhance shine.

Maletti is innovation:  
The first chair completely  
made of gel is born.

The history and innovation 
of Maletti keep enriching 

themselves of new talents 
and designers.

On the side, Davide Paterlini 
(newest Maletti staff member), 

nephew of the president Danilo, 
is the last member of the 

family to join the company. An 
important legacy to be collected 

in order to carry on a tradition.

Davide, 6 months

Davide, 25 years old

The Maletti & C. 
company is born.

Maletti & Design

Maletti Group: 
4 generations of achievement

No company in this field can
count on such a cast.

Since 1989, the year of the first 
collaboration with Philippe Starck, 
Maletti Group has continued to 
collaborate with the greatest 
international designers, collecting 
a series of famous names, giving 
shape to beauty-design.

https://maletti.it/en/designers
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THE STEAM
The beneficial effects
of hot steam allow a
deep cleansing, improving the health
of hair and stimulating its growth.

STEP 1  

Relaxation and sensory 
lights 
Thanks to the fully extendable massage seat and the 
RGB LED lights in the hood / igloo,
the client enters a state of complete mental and 
physical relaxation.
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EDEN PLUS

50 shades of steam:
an experience that touches the five senses.

Why choosing  
EDEN PLUS?

IGLOO FOR EDEN

VAPOMIST 2.0 
With multifunction 
push button panel

RED SALT FROM HAWAII

HIWA KAI BLACK SALT FROM HAWAII

YAKIMA SMOKED SEA SALT

PINK HIMALAYAN SALT

BALINESE SALT

SALT OF MALDON

GRAY ATLANTIC SALT

NEWS

STEP 2

Uniqueness and innovation
 
Bring a unique service to your salon!
Combine normal treatments with solutions rich in 
healthy and effective nutrients, which with the help of 
steam will restore shine, well-being and deep hydration 
to the hair. Like the salt treatment.

STEP 3

Hot and cold steam 
The hot steam system allows a deep cleansing 
of the hair and scalp. The treatment improves hair 
health by eliminating smog, toxins, sebum and 
stimulating growth thanks to the beneficial effects 
on the microcirculation.
The exposure of the hair to the cold steam  
of water, sprayed in very small drops, allows greater 
rehydration and maintenance of the hairstyle. 
The beneficial effects of cold water after the heat 
increase the effectiveness of the moisturizing 
treatment anti-dandruff and anti-hair loss treatments.

The Eden Plus system offers 
treatments with hot steam and 
rinsing with atomized cold water.  
The reclining chair with integrated 
massage gives the customer 
an all-encompassing relaxation 
experience.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ypcne6s24OQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlZ7SecYLss
https://maletti.it/en/products/wash-units/vapomist-2-0
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ANGELINA RECLINING 
SWIVEL CHAIR

With Mare Block base 

1.373 €  1.868 €

With tilting basin

ZEN WASHUNIT

COMFORT
With electric legrest 

3.749 €  4.990 €

AIR MASSAGE
With electric legrest 

and air massage system 

4.869 €  6.489 €

ANGELINA  
SWIVEL CHAIR

TREVI PLUS 
STYLING STATION 

JUST COLOR BLACK 
SERVICE TROLLEY

Wall styling station 

749 €  1.061 €

Magnetic and foldable 
service trolley  

with 2 bowls included

239 €  298 €

With Mare Block base 

860 €  1.180 €

MAGNETIC 
SYSTEM

VAPOMIST 1
Steamer with Igloo included

1.990 €  2.490 €

Add the benefits of steam to each treatment, combining  
Vapomist to the Maletti Group washunits

ZEN 

Sit down, breathe and step 
into the Zen dimension.

https://maletti.it/en/products/wash-units/vapomist-1-0
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ALU WASH STAND 

Good things come in pair! 
With the purchase of 2 Alu Wash Stand, the  
innovative Vapomist complete with Igloo is for free.

VAPOMIST 1
VAPOMIST+ IGLOO FOR FREE
DO NOT MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY, PLEASE 
CALL US FOR ANY FURTHER INFORMATION 

Add the benefits of steam to each treatment by combining Vapomist 
at the Maletti Group washunits.

With the purchase of 2 Alu Wash Stand washunits, you get a Vapomist1 
and an Igloo for free.

COMFORT  
With electric legrest 

4.990 €

AIR MASSAGE
With electric legrest

and air massage system

5.990 €

Completely extendable seat, with EXTRA BIG tilting basin

ALUWASH STAND WASH UNIT

https://maletti.it/en/products/wash-units/vapomist-1-0
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Opera base 

1.268 €  1.702 €

Tilting basin, with inspectable seat

NEW 330, MUSETTE, MINIMAL OBLÒ

Three unique pieces for
a perfect environment
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NEW 330 WASHUNIT

FIX
Without legrest 

1.490 €  2.238 €

COMFORT
With electric legrest 

1.890 €  3.238 €

AIR MASSAGE 
Electric legrest and  
air massage system 

2.590 €  4.738 €

MUSETTE RECLINING 
SWIVEL CHAIR

MUSETTE  
SWIVEL STYLING CHAIR

MINIMAL OBLÓ 
COMPLETE

MINIMAL QUADRA 
COMPLETE

Opera base 

889 €  1.248 €

Raw iron 

1.397 €  1.870 €

Raw iron 

1.158 €  1.540 €

VAPOMIST 1
Steamer with Igloo included 

1.990 €  2.490 €

OBLÓ

QUADRA

BOX
CONSOLLE

https://maletti.it/en/products/wash-units/new-330
https://maletti.it/en/products/wash-units/vapomist-1-0
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The dark side
of sensuality

Tilting basin, with lumbar pillow (optional)

LAZZARO BLACK WASH UNIT

FIX
Without legrest 
1.100 €  1.749 €

PLUS
With manual legrest 

1.290 €  1.990 €

VAPOMIST 1
Steamer with Igloo included 

1.990 €  2.490 €

MONIQUE SWIVEL STYLING CHAIR

TOTAL BLACK

Madam Ronde 
base 

440 €  629  €

Madam Star 
base 

400 €  574  €

CARUSO SWIVEL STYLING CHAIR

TOTAL BLACK

Madam Ronde 
base 

439 €  599  €

Madam Star 
base 

399 €  529  €

SIENA STOOL TREVI EASY BLACK WALL STYLING STATION

TOTAL BLACK  

629 €  896 €

TOTAL BLACK with standard BLACK wheels 

119 € 196 €

https://maletti.it/en/products/wash-units/vapomist-1-0
https://madam.maletti.it/en
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LIONESS SWIVEL STYLING CHAIR VANITY RAVENNA

Wall styling station 

849 €  1.190 €

Wall styling station  

399 €  551 €

Madam Star base 

559 €  775 €

Madam Ronde base 

599 €  830 €

Tilting basin, black/grey base structure

1.079 €  1.439 €

Tilting basin, with manual legrest 
black/grey base structure

1.299 €  1.739 €

LADY LION WASHUNIT LADY LION PLUS WASHUNIT

LADY LION, LIONESS

Roaring design and 
character

LADY LION AND LIONESS ARE AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY IN THE UPHOLSTERY COLORS OF THE MADAM RANGE

VAPOMIST 1
Steamer with Igloo included 

1.990 €  2.490 €

https://maletti.it/en/products/wash-units/vapomist-1-0
https://madam.maletti.it/en
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VAPOMIST 1
Steamer with Igloo included 

1.990 €  2.490 €

PLEXI FUMÉ SWIVEL STYLING CHAIR

Mare Block base 

689 €  1.015 €

Luna Block base 

649 €  950 €

LADY PLEXI WASHUNIT

Tilting basin, Black/Grey base structure 

1.253 €  1.790 €

PLEXI, LADY PLEXI

An artistic nude

https://maletti.it/en/products/wash-units/vapomist-1-0
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Total Black 

1.689 €  2.173 €

Color 

1.999 €  2.690 €

Black/Ivory 

1.029 €  1.467 €

ZEUS EASY BARBER CHAIR QUADRA RECEPTION DESK

BARBER STATION

Comfort and style in your corner for the most 
demanding customer

18

Ebony Sequoia 
and black basin 

2.312 €  3.807 €

Ebony Sequoia 
and white basin 

2.250 €  3.647 €

CORNER

Barber station with white 
and black basin, syling 

mirror with shelves.
Customizable composition

FRAME TOPDISPLAY PANEL OPEN CABINETMIRROR UNIT

CABINET WITH FIX BASIN CABINET WITH BLACK FIX BASIN

DRAWER CABINET

PLAIN CABINET

https://madam.maletti.it/en/products/barber-stations/barber-station
https://madam.maletti.it/en/products/barbers-chairs/zeus-easy
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DRAWER WITH
BLUE LED UVC: 

ACTIVATES ON CLOSING 
AND GOES OFF ON 

OPENING

INTERCHANGABLE  
PLEXI SHELL

PERFORATED GRID FOR 
DISINFECTANT ATOMIZATION

UVC-MANHATTAN Is the evolution of the Manhattan 
trolley, integrated with a drawer with UVC light (ozone 

free) for the sterilization of work tools.

BLOCK allows rapid sanitization of all small 
everyday objects, brushes, scissors and more: 

positioned at the entrance to the salon, it 
allows the sterilization of customers’ personal 

objects such as glasses, pens and keys..

UVC-MANHATTAN TROLLEY

With gonzales wheels

299 €  499 €

STERILIZER BLOCK

Reduces the bacterial load by 99.9%!

479 €  799 €

Keep your customers safer and safer! Purify the air, disinfect equipment 
and sanitize the surfaces of your salon, eliminating viruses and bacteria 

with the devices of the 100% Safe line. 

CONTACT US FOR A CUSTOMIZED OFFER!

UVC-Manhattan, thermosensitive tool sterilizer
like brushes and combs.

UVC TOTEM WHITE is the sanitizer designed to purify
the air in workplaces 24 hours a day.

Allows sanitization of 120 m3 / h,
with total safety and in the presence of people.

Customizable with logo

Air purifier
self standing version or wall version

(with wall installation kit)

899 €  1.580 €

UVC TOTEM WHITE

https://maletti.it/en/products/salone-100-safe-1/uvc-manhattan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PS9CavLdzNQ
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BALDESTEIN Fregene- Roma - Italy CDB SALVO FILETTI Catania Italy

Great hairdressers 
recommend the Eden System
Watch the videos through the QRcode

THE BEST SALONS

https://youtu.be/8SHuNMnt4jY
salvo filetti video eden maletti
salvo filetti video eden maletti
salvo filetti video eden maletti
salvo filetti video eden maletti


Juhtiv trendika ja kõrgkvaliteetse
juuksurisalongi- ja spaasisustuse tootja.
Väärikas ajalugu ja kogemus aastast 1936.
Personaalsed lahendused, innovaatilisus ja
praktilisus, oskuslik stiilitunnetus on toonud
ülemaailmse trendilooja staatuse, palju erinevaid
võite läbi aastate. Loomingulises tiimis on
tunnustatud ning autiitlitega pärjatud disainerid:
Elisa Gargan Giovannoni, Sarah Lavoin,
Didier Gomez, Ross Lovegrove, Christophe Pillet,
Claudio Silvestrin, Philippe Starck jpt.

MALETTI S.p.A.
piazzale Guerrino Maletti, 1 - 42019 Scandiano (RE) - Italy

tel +39 0522 7631 info@malettigroup.com
www.malettigroup.com

AMETLIK ESINDAJA JA MAALETOOJA: 
DEPILÉ OÜ 
AARDLA 23A, TARTU, tel. 615 0560 
TOOMPUIESTEE 17A,TALLINN, tel. 664 6020
info@depile.ee
www.depile.ee

aastast 1997

PAKKUMINE KEHTIB KUNI 30.12.2021
või kuni tooteid laos jätkub.

Hindadele lisandub 20% käibemaks. Hinnad ei sisalda transporti ja paigaldust.
Toolide katete värvivalik vastavalt B ja C värvikaardile,

kui pole märgitud teisiti või lisatud märget nt. ainult mustas toonis.
Piltidel on kujutatud tooted ideaalses disainilahenduses.

https://maletti.it/en/distributors
https://maletti.it/en/
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